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THE MOUVEMENT THE NEXT SOCIETY
THE NEXT SOCIETY is a movement initiated in early 2017. It is supported by an open
community of economic and societal actors (investment agencies, enterprises, start-ups,
NGOs...) from Europe and Mediterranean countries.
It aims to strengthen innovation ecosystems and develop value creation as well as concrete
solutions for shared prosperity in the Mediterranean, and tomorrow, in Africa.
The initiative benefits from a 7 million euro co-financement from the European Union to deploy a
4-year pilot action plan, starting in 2017. Until 2020, THE NEXT SOCIETY will directly reach more
than 190 incubators, accelerators and clusters, 300 growth companies, and will support nearly
60 technology transfer offices.

OUR VISION
Reverse Innovation
Efficient solutions to global industrial, societal
and environmental challenges will come from
emerging countries: frugal innovation, inclusion,
resource management, food independance, etc
Partage de valeur
The region’s promising prospects depend
on a balanced prtnership
Create and promote a
community of innovators
with actors that support
innovation and foster their
collaboration for an
improved ecosystem
approach

Responsabilité sociale
Value creation is also about being
inclusive and engaged at alocal level

Leadership
Innovative leaders drive the next trends
and usages

Strengthening and
coordinating countries'
innovation strategies
through various actors
engaged in innovation in
all countries

Support and promote local
and international
development of young
innovative entrepreneurs,
clusters and technology
transfer offices

WE ACTIVATE CHANGE AT EVERY
LEVEL
Policy Framework

Technology transfer
office booster track

The private sector in
the driving seat of
innovation strategy

Technology transfer offices
managers trained like
entrepreneurs

Benchmarking innovation
frameworks: defining common
performance indicators and
analyse strengths vs weaknesses

Needs analysis and practical toolbox

Public-private dialogue: national
task force on competitiveness
defining country roadmaps
Dedicated support for roadmap
implementation

Start-up booster track
Tailor-made support
Pitching events: capacity-building and
angel investment feedback

Best practice exchange with peers

IP strategy training: saving money by
protecting the right component

Portfolio pitching and marketing:
speaking the same language /
understanding the industry needs

Immersion in EU innovative
ecosystems: exchanging with experts
and practitioners (up to one week)

Meetings between innovators and
industrialists to prepare deals

Mentoring relationship with successful
leaders
First class events in Europe & MENA
region: meetings with potential buyers,
going international

Cluster booster
track
Peer learning and
Cluster Excellence
approach
Diagnostic and « Cluster
Excellence » labelling
Study tours and training
seminars: benchmarking cluster
management practices
Peer mentoring and mutual
learning

Sector events in Europe:
international partnerships
Interclustering workshops

ADVOCACY PANELS
For an Innovation Policy Agenda
How innovation contributes to the national development plan?
What is the diagnosis at company level? At the macro level?
What priorities are recommended by the ecosystem?

What follow-up with THE NEXT SOCIETY?

Connect THE NEXT SOCIETY
THE NEXT SOCIETY
@TheNext_Society
welcome@thenextsociety.co
www.thenextsociety.co

